FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

December 8, 2019 (updated January 9, 2020)

New Release: The Depths of Redemption

Virginia – Loremark Publishing has released a second novel by
Christopher C. Fuchs, a writer of epic adventure. The Depths of
Redemption is available in e-book, paperback, and hardback
formats from major retailers, local bookstores, and the Loremark
storefront at Gumroad (https://gumroad.com/loremark). The book
was professionally edited by Anne McPeak and Tricia Callahan.
The Depths of Redemption is the second of a rapid release of
three novels (the third to be released on February 8, 2020). The
250-page Depths is the first of a two-part prequel to Mr. Fuchs’s
October 2019 debut, Lords of Deception. All of his works are set
in the world of Earthpillar, in which the Earth evolved differently:
new continents, new peoples, and materials with alternative
properties. Every Earthpillar book and short story is connected
and spans from prehistory to the steam age. The books will
appeal to fans of epic fantasy, historical fiction, and action &
adventure.

Depths is a medieval adventure on the frontiers of the New
World of Pemonia, set nearly eight hundred years before
Arasemis rekindled the secretive order of warriors of
Candlestone. Craving the adventures of his past life as a colonial
knight, Rildning joins an expedition to seek allies among the
natives of the New World. As the explorers struggle to survive
the wilderness, they discover betrayal, gold, and an ancient
prophecy that could bring the Old and New Worlds together…or
forever keep them at war.
The Depths of Redemption (Origins of Candlestone #1)
E-book ISBN:
978-1-946883-03-2
Paperback ISBN:
978-1-946883-02-5
Hardback ISBN
978-1-946883-12-4
“This one is a bit unique among my books because it’s written as
an explorer’s journal,” says Mr. Fuchs of Depths. “It’s a bridge between Lords of Deception and
the next novel, which will return to the character perspective chapters that readers liked about
Lords. And more than a journal or a bridge, it’s a book that characters in other books actually
refer to, fight over, and consult many generations later.”
Readers can learn more about the world of Earthpillar at Mr. Fuchs’s website
(https://earthpillarbooks.com). Subscription to the roughly monthly Earthpillar newsletter
provides two free e-book novelettes, discount codes on other books, and updates on new
releases. Mr. Fuchs can also be found on Goodreads and Twitter (@ChrisCFuchs).
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“Reminiscent of Terry Pratchett’s Discworld”
“[R]efreshing and reminiscent of Terry Pratchett’s Discworld… Within the wilderness of the New
World Fuchs has created a fantastical environment that is beautiful but when it becomes dark, it
becomes dark!... The number of creative elements within this novel are staggering.”
— Zoe Pollock, Book Blogger, 5-Star Goodreads Review
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